CAS ‘Bark & Purr’ Update
Show Your Love…Adopt or Sponsor Our CAS
Adoption Shelter Dogs & Cats
Angel

Lila

Angel has since been adopted
by Daniel and family. She is
now living it up in a nice
apartment in town and enjoys
playing fetch with her favourite
purple stuffed toy.

Lila is still looking for a home
to call her own. She is a calm,
gentle and mild mannered dog.
We hope to be able to find her
a home to call her own very
soon.

Arthos

Mei Mei

Arthos has made rapid
improvement on the lead. He is
steady and calm. Arthos is not
reactive when there is minimal
stimuli so we hope a home with
a similar quiet environment will
come by some day.

Mei Mei has bounced back well
from her recent elevated
kidney values. She is a
pampered pooch and well
loved by Shella and Sean, her
foster parents.

Primrose

Harry

Primrose still fears thunder
very much but is otherwise
happiest when the sun is out.
She loves long walks and
belly rubs in her free time!

Harry is doing very well on his no
pull harness and loves long
walks and strolls with his
favourite humans. He still does
not do well with strangers.

Wiseman

Ah Leng

Wiseman is on homestay after
spending 5 years at the CAS
Adoption Centre. We hope he
has found his forever home with
Cornor and will keep our fingers
crossed!

Ah Leng remains very nervous
and worried around new faces.
She is otherwise very happy and
calm if it is someone she knows.

Courtney

Dash

Courtney loves cuddles and pats
now. She has also discovered a
soft spot for using towels as
bedding. She still enjoys the
outdoors and remains a big fan
of mud.

Dash is still a giant energy bunny.
He loves running around and
playing fetch. He enjoys long
quiet walks and is very nervous
about some of the recent
construction.
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Sandy

Sammy

Sandy has made lots of friends this
year and is gradually widening her
social circle to include more
humans. She loves being around
Courtney and going for little
adventures in muddy puddles!

Sammy’s skin has made much
progress. This old lad loves his
romps in the field and his
favorite activity is rolling on
green grass off lead.

Jewel

Nina

Jewel is fostered by Perrine and
Dory. She continues to do well with
them and enjoys long walks in a
park nearby.

Nina is coping well with
Cushing disease. She still
loves her meals and bed. Nina
is also a big fan of Vitamix
treats.

Elizabeth

Bullet

Elizabeth now has kidney failure.
However, the lucky lady is enjoying
her retirement with Shawn in a
nice home setting!

Bullets has had a tough
September due to the recent
wet weather. He is happy to go
on walks but otherwise very
panicky when it storms. If it isn’t
a wet day he enjoys snoozing.

Mel

Jillibee

Mel is still very nervous and very
much a flight risk when new
people are around. She only
comes up for treats to ladies she
knows.

Jillibee has since found a
home with Zhilin and her
husband. After five long years
in CAS, he now thrives in his
new home environment. He
recently went for a lump
removal but has since

Elvis

Fokker

Elvis is now a little slimmer. He has
been on Rose Hip Powder and that
has seemed to help him walk
steadily. He is more enthusiastic
about the walks as he feels lighter
we guess!

Fokker has warmed up to new
volunteers. He has found
friends in a few people he
trusts and we hope to
gradually increase this with
lots of positive association.
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Bindy

Gimmy

Bindy remains wary of new people
and cannot be trusted to be
handled by new volunteers at this
point. She is happiest to see the 3
people she loves. In her free time,
she is always busy with a KONG
toy.

Gimmy recently hurt her leg
and experienced a slight
sprain. She still remains
pretty much the rebel and
enjoys rough housing with
Dash.

Lucky

Macy

Lucky has since found a long
term foster mum with Allison. He
enjoys lots of long walks as he
conducts neighbourhood
surveillance. He is still very
much a big eater.

Macy has been adopted by the
amazing Stan and Debbie. The
duo were looking to welcome
another canine companion home
and found love with Macy. We
thank them for adopting!

Russ

Milan

Russ has been adopted by Diane
and Marc. He is now enjoying nice
evening strolls at Bedok
Reservoir. A far cry from the tough
life on the streets.

Milan has been adopted by
Pamela. He is now enjoying
lovely hangouts around the
quaint neighbourhood of Ghim
Moh. A far cry from the tough life
on the streets of Tuas.

Siam

Nala

Siam is still well cared for by
Felicia and her mum. She
remains in foster care due to
her respiratory issues.

Nala was rescued from a
shipyard. She is gentle and
playful. Nala is litter boxed
trained and enjoys cuddles.

Belle

Oliver

Belle was rescued from a
vegetable farm. Despite being
blind in one eye, the
affectionate and gentle cat loves
posing for the camera.

Our handsome Oliver is on
homestay.
We hope to things work out well for
him.
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